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Inheritance
Recall from the start of the year that the job of a computer programmer is to write
classes, the files that describe the capabilities of a certain type of object in the
computer. Once a class is defined, I can create as many objects as I like of that class, and they will all have
the capabilities defined by that class.

As in real life, computer classes can be classified into a hierarchy where each class is a subclass, a more
specific type of, another class. So, for example, Human would be a subclass of Primate. We say that
Human extends Primate, meaning that Human starts off with the basic capabilities of a primate and adds
some more of its own. Primate is referred to as the superclass of Human.

This hierarchical organization of classes has two implications for us as programmers:
Since every Human is also a Primate, it is just as valid to call me a Primate as to call me a
Human. In programming terms, I can store a reference to a Human in a Primate variable, since
that Human is in fact a Primate. This is similar to the way that yo can store an int in a double
variable, since all ints are doubles.
Since every Human is a Primate as well, a Human object will be able to do anything that a
Primate can. In other words, the subclass inherits all the methods of its superclass.

When thinking about classes in programming, the best thing to do is to rely on your intuition about
classification in real life - the rules of Java are designed to be as close as possible to the rules of real life.

. 1 a) Using what you know about classes of animals from biology, mark an X next to each of the
following that is not allowed. Remember, the type that a variable is declared with is a promise that
says that the value of that variable must be something that belongs to that type.

Mouse m = new Rodent(); // Incorrect - a rodent is not a mouse.
Rodent r = new Mouse(); // Correct - a mouse is a rodent

Clam steve = new Mollusk();

Insect i = new Beetle();

Canine c = new Dog();

Human h = new Mammal();

Bat b = new Cat();

b) Give two examples of variable types that could hold any of the objects created above.

. 2 Suppose that you wanted to create a new class PoliceCar.
a) What would be a reasonable class for it to extend?

b) Give two examples of new methods PoliceCar would have which its superclass would not.



. 3 In the space to the right, draw a classification tree based on the classes below. Then, use it to answer
the questions.

public class Thing extends Object {
   public String exist() {
      return "I exist.";
   }
}
public class Idea extends Object {
   public String exist() {
      return "I might exist.";
   }
}
public class Animal extends Thing {
   public String live() {
      return "I am alive.";
   }
}
public class Planet extends Thing {
   public String spin() {
      return "Another day gone by.";
   }
}

. 4 a) Does a Planet know how to exist()?

b) Does it know how to live()?

. 5 If I have some Object and I tell it to exist(), it returns "I might exist."
a) What sort of object is it?

b) What would it have returned if it had been an Animal?

c) What would have happened if it had been a generic Object?

. 6 Suppose that you wanted to add these classes:

Chair   Equation   Computer   Furniture   Table

Add these into the tree where you think they would best go.

a) What could be a method of the Furniture class?

b) What could be a method of the Chair class?


